This targe was part of a full set of Highland clothes presented to Prince Charles by James, 3rd Duke of Perth. A sword with an elaborately decorated silver basket hilt was also included. Both are magnificent examples of craftsmanship, gifts fit for a Prince. James Drummond, the 6th Earl and 3rd Duke of Perth, joined Prince Charles in September 1745 after escaping arrest for his Jacobite sympathies. The 3rd Earls father, James Drummond 2nd Duke of Perth as the Marquess of Drummond was created a Knight of the Thistle in March 1705. This targe symbolism design represents the Order of Thistle 12 members of knights and the exiled King or Prince as the 13th member of the order. We have the Medusa device representing the exiled Prince by the House of Hanover, symbolic to Perseus being exiled by the God's. Note the US flags blue field of Stars represents the history of St. James with Santiago de Compostela an the coat of arms of Clan Douglas. Which I wrote about this history in the Webb Horn document. Note the famous US flag in Stratford, Connecticut has the 7, red and white striped 4-5-4, stars and stripes flag. Again, the 7 stripes represents James VII & II and the Curtis, origins trace back to Stratford-on-Avon in England. Loyalists to the exiled House of Stuarts. Which US flag came first is anyones guess, but the origins are now revealed to Scottish Sovereignty.

US Star’s & Stripe’s controversial flag design origins. called the “Cowpen’s flag” with 12 star’s in a circle & 1 in the center. Originated decades before the American Revolution, before 1745!

ABOVE IS A 13 STARS & STRIPES CALLED THE COWPEN’S DESIGN THAT HISTORIANS HAVE HAD NO KNOWLEDGE TO THE DESIGN ORIGINS OF THE FIELD OF STARS. THE SHIELD TO THE LEFT SHOWS THE ORIGINS OF THE DESIGN.

THE EASTON FLAG, 8 POINTED STARS.THISTLE STAR)OVAL MASONIC EYE(STUARTS CHARTERED FREEMASONRY)8 POINTED STARS REPRESENT THE ORDER OF THISTLE & THE STRIPES!

BARNABAS WEBB HORN FLAG DESIGN REPRESENTS THE SAME STUART HISTORY. 7 STRIPES AND UNION HERE REPRESENTS JAMES VII

ROBE SHOWING THE ORDER OF THE THISTLE STAR BADGE. SAME MEANING AS THE WEBB HORN SYMBOLISM DOCUMENT BY GARY.
The American Revolution Was Just An Extension To The Scottish Up-Rising, Against The House of Hanover. Jacobites Created All The Original Designs Of The US Great Seals And The US 13 Stars & Stripes Flags.

Why would James Drummond the Duke of Perth chose to have this design on the targe with symbolism that does represent a constellation. The 3rd Duke of Perth’s grandmother was Lady Jane Douglas, daughter of William Douglas, 1st Marquess of Douglas. Who direct bloodline goes right back to Sir Archibald Douglas, nephew of Sir James the Good Douglas who carried the heart of Robert the Bruce into battle at Teba. Known Scottish history that is cherished, where the symbolism of the US flags blue field of stars represents Sir James Douglas and the Way of St. James history and the Scottish Sovereigns.

Sir Robert Strange the Jacobite engraver had done several Jacobite art pieces that had the Medusa that the Bonnie symbolically adopted that represents his exile from the thrown. The Targe has 12 devices circling the Medusa that is symbolic to the 12 appointed member Knights of the Order of Thistle. The British government website on the Orders of the Garter and Thistle state “the number of members is symbolic to Christ and the Apostles” and the King is symbolic to Christ as the head of the order.

The symbolism represents a Constellation of Stars and both the Orders of the Garter and Thistle Members of the orders. The Orders wore their “8” pointed Star that is symbolic to the origins of where humans originate from the Stars or in this case, the “Dog Star” Canis Major; called Sirius. Like on the paper I wrote on the famous Webb Horn flag design by Barnabas Webb before the US flag act design of 1777. The seven stripes on the flag and the eight pointed Garter/Thistle star symbolism represented the exiled King James VII & II. Which represents and coincides with “ALL THE SAME MEANING” back to the symbolism origins decades before the American Revolution with the exiled House of Stuart and their appointed Knights of the Garter and Thistle! The symbolism is taken out of the factual historical text by American flag researchers who only understand the Garter & Thistle symbolism as the Union symbolism on British flags to the Cross of Saint Andrew counterchanged with the Cross of Saint Patrick, over all the Cross of Saint George and not where it originates from the “8 Pointed Star” history of the badges worn by the Kings, knightly order of Garter and Thistle.

What does this documented Drummond history information mean when it comes to this US Stars & Stripes Flag Symbolism? This documented Jacobite evidence proves the origins of the US Cowpen’s flag design. Which also proves that the Easton Flag and the Hopkinson 3-2-3-2-2 flag stars and Stripes designs all represent the same thing directly back the true history of where the United States Sovereignty and symbolism to its identity originates. When it comes to the other US flag designs with 13 stars and stripes, it all represents this same history, regardless.

The Glasgow style, John Allen Basket hilt sword shows the star pattern 3-2-3-2-3 that was always a controversial piece of history with US early flags. American flag researchers in the past made claims the 3-2-3-2-3 was the first official US stars & stripes design by Francis Hopkinson. Where its now proven that its origins is Jacobite Sovereign symbolism, intentionally used as the US official symbolism of US Sovereign Identity under the House of Stuart. But, what if the design is older in Scottish Jacobite history than the Bonnies circular constellation design on the targe? You can then say the 3-2-3-2-3 is an older symbolism in design application, aside of the Jacobite circular “8” star symbolism. Apply that to a two sided history, we know that the designs of the Stars and Stripes is not the United States original creation, but a creation of the exiled Jacobites, a middle finger to the House of Hanover! Where in the minds in the 18th century Jacobites, America was theirs by right! The American National identity with the US Great Seals and all the origin designs of the 13 stars & Stripes flags are directly & were purposefully designed to represent where US Sovereignty originates to the Exiled House of Stuart. A Never Ending Feud of the Rightful heir to the thrown!